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AWARD CITATION 
1. Surname, name and middle name MEKHBALIEV PASHA GUSEYNOVICH

2. Rank Sr. Leiutenant

3. Position and unit Battery commander, 1368 anti-aircraft artillery Kutuzov 
order regiment of the Supreme Command reserve

is recommended for order “ALEKSANDER NEVSKY”

4. Birth year 1920

5. Nationality Azerbaijani

6. Party membership VKP(b) member 1943. ID № 5851270

7. Participation in the civil war and 
later in defence of USSR, in 
Patriotic war

Central front 04/1943 - 10/1943; 
1 Ukrainian front 10/1943 - 08/1944; 
4 Ukrainian front since 08/1943.

8. Wounds and contusions None

9. In Red Army service since 1940

10. Drafted by which induction station Kazakh district military commissariat, Kazakh town.

11. Previous awards Order “Red Star” decree #014 on 13/10/1944 by 25 
anti-aircraft artillery division; order “Patriotic war II 
class” decree #3on 21/01/1945 by 4 Ukrainian front.

12. Awardee’s and his family 
permanent home address

intentionally obscured

I. Brief and specific description of the personal feat or merits

 On 14.04.1945, during the battle for the town Moravska Ostrava, Sr.Lt. 
MEKHBALIEV’s battery was placed on a position to fire with open sights near the 
settlement Czyżowice (south-west of Loslau) with the objective to support the 
assault at a strong enemy defence line. During the day, Sr.Lt. MEKHBALIEV and 
his battery artillery reconnaissance officers were conducting observation of the 
enemy forward line as well as the enemy positions in the rear. They spotted the 
enemy firing positions, contacted the supported rifle units commanders, 
coordinated with them and developed a plan for the whole operation. 
 On 15.04.1945, the battery opened rapid fire at the previously designated 
targets. Suppressing the enemy firing positions, the battery assisted the attacking 
rifle units in taking quick control of the enemy trenches. Despite intensive enemy 
return fire at the battery emplacement, Sr.Lt. MEKHBALIEV bravely continued to 
command his unit in the field and inflicted extensive casualties to the enemy. His 
battery continued to provide fire support to the rifle units also in the depth of the 
enemy defences and fulfilled all their support requests. 
 In total during the whole period of this combat engagement, the battery 
destroyed 1 anti-tank canon, 5 machine-gun emplacements, up to a company of 
enemy troops, set ablaze an enemy ammunitions depot.   
 For his skilful command of the battery and enabling successful advance of 
our infantry with low casualties, he deserves state award order “ALEKSANDER 
NEVSKY”. 

Commander of 1368 anti-aircraft artillery regiment of Supreme Command reserve 
19 May 1945    Major  signature  /LYALYUK/
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II. Conclusion of the superiors

He deserves order “ALEKSANDER NEVSKY”

Commander of 25 anti-aircraft “Carpathian” Bogdan Khmelnitsky order division of 
the Supreme Command reserve 

Mj. General of artillery corps signature /ZHIBURKUS/

26 May 1945

III. Conclusion of Army Military Council

He deserves order “ALEKSANDER NEVSKY”

Commander of the anti-aircraft artillery troops of 4 Ukrainian front 
Mj. General of artillery corps signature /MATYUKHIN/

13 June 1945

By the decree # 243/n issued by  
4 Ukrainian front on 14 June 1945 

B E S T O W E D   
with order “ALEKSANDER NEVSKY”
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